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ABSTRACT: A method has been developed for computing the e.tfects of atmospheric
refraction and earth curvature on aerial photographs which allows the use of in
.flight atmospheric sampling data. Tables have been computed on an IBM 650
for altitudes ranging from 2,000 to 150,000 feet using a model atmosphere.

A procedure for determining the associated photographic coordinate correc
tions is included which utilizes the Church angles of tilt and swing.

"' X THEN an optical ray travels from a point
V V on the surface of the earth to a point in

space, the ray is continuously refracted as it
passes through an atmosphere of continuously
decreasing density. Atmospheric refraction
thus "bends" optical rays to curvilinear form
and this' effect must be considered in aerial
photogrammetry when the utmost accuracy
is desired. As shown in Figure 1, an optical
ray emanating from point )11 on the ground
would appear at point m on a vertical aerial
negative if the density, and therefore the in
dex of refraction, of the atmosphere was con
stant. Actually, however, the optical ray fol
lows a curved path with the result that the
image of point A[ is formed at m' rather than
at m. Unless a correction is applied for the
displacement m'm on the photograph, pho
togrammetric procedures will incorrectly es
tablish the position of point M as being at
M'. The magnitude of this error will depend
upon atmospheric conditions, the angle be
tween the optical ray and the vertical line
through the exposure station, and the eleva
tions of the ground point and the exposure
station.

The relationship between atmospheric
density and index of refraction is given by the
expression

po=air density at sea level,
p=air density at altitude in question.

In analyzing the effect of atmospheric re
fraction on an optical ray, it is convenient to
consider that the atmosphere is comprised of
a series of distinct layers whose boundaries
form a set of concen tric spheres abou t the
center of a spherical earth, and that the op
tical ray is refracted only as it passes from
one layer to the next. Then, according to
Snell's Law:

where

n=index of refraction of the first layer of
atmosphere,

n' =index of refraction of the second layer
of atmosphere,

i = angle between the inciden t optical ray
and the normal to the boundary be
tween the two layers,

i' = angle between the refracted ray and
the normal to the boundary between
the two layers.

If the atmospheric layers are assumed to be
shallow, the difference in index of refraction
between layers will be small and (n+dn) may
be substituted for n' and (i+di) for i' in
Equation (2). Thus,n = 1 + (no - l)p/po (1)

n sin i = n' sin 'i' (2)

where n sin i = (n + dn) sin (i + di). (3)

n=index of refraction at altitude in ques- But, by Taylor's Theorem,
tion,

llo=inclex of refraction at sea level, sin (i + di) = sin i + cos i di - (4)

* This paper reports on a sludy supporled in part by the Rome Air Development Center under Con
tract AF30(602)-2155 (2), (3).

t Presently Chief Photogrammetrist for Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corporation, No. 5
Aerial Way, Syosset, Long Island, New York.
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FIG. 1. Diagram showing the effect of
atmospheric refraction.

n cos i di + dn sin i + dn cos i di = O.

F or the condi tions assu med, the numerical
values of dn and di will be so small that the
term (dn cos i di) can be omi tted wi thou t
noticeable error, and

n cos i di + dn sin i = 0

Under the assu med condi tion of shallow
atmospheric layers, the numerical value of
di will be small and therefore higher order
terms of this series may be neglected without
signi fican terror.
Substituting (4) in (3),

n sin i = (n + dn)(sin i + cos i di)

which reduces to

(8)i' = i + r.

where

r" = angle of refraction in seconds of arc,
i = the angle between the incident optical

ray and the normal to the boundary of
the refracting layer of atmosphere at
the poin t where refraction occurs,

111 =index of refraction of the first bound
ary of the refracting layer of the
atmosphere,

1h = index of refraction of second boundary
of the refracting layer of the atmos
phere.

The angle between the refracted ray and
the normal to the atmospheric boundary at
which refraction is considered to occur is de
termined from the relation:

hAt = !l.lI + R

The constan t of in tegration, c, is zero in this
case. Furthermore, since the angle i on the
left side of the equation is actually the angle
of refraction, the symbol r is substituted to
avoid possible confusion II·ith the angle of
incidence of the optical ray. The value of the
angle of refraction may be determined directly
in seconds of arc by multiplying the right
hand side of the equation by the factor
206,264.81. Equation 6, then, becomes

r" = tan i(ln n, - In n,) (206, 264.81) (7)

The problem of determining the effect of
atmospheric refraction over the full path of an
optical ray as it passes through the assumed
atmospheric layers is illustrated in Figure 2.
The exposure station of the aerial camera, L,
is situated at an altitude II above sea level
and an optical ray emanating from the ground
point NI, whose elevation is H M , is refracted
as it passes through the spherical atmospheric
boundaries located at Ih and H 2, and H a
above sea level. Since these boundaries are
assu med to form a series of concen tric
spheres abou t the center of the earth, the
radii of curvature of these surfaces and the
radius of curvature of a spherical surface
through ground point },I[ may be found fr0111

1i,=/l,+R

II, = II, + R

where R is the radius of curvature of the
earth. The refracted ray enters the camera
lens at an angle ex with respect to the plumb
line through the exposure station. If the ray
were not refracted, it would enter the lens at
an angle designated as {3 in Figure 2. The

(5)

M'

-dn
di = -- tan i.

n

If the index of refraction were cons tan t
within the atmospheric layers, Equation 5
would be sufficient for determining the angle
of refraction, di. However, even within a
shallow layer of atmosphere the index of re
fraction varies continuously with altitude and
this variation must be taken into account.
Accordingly, it is necessary to determine the
total angle of refraction Ol'er the interval
between the altitude limits of the atmospheric
layer in which refraction is considered to take
place. This may be accomplished by integrat
ing Equation 5. Thus,

i = tan i(ln n, - In n,) + c. (6)

or
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FIG. 2. Diagram used for analysis of
atmospheric refraction.
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Tan ent
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FIG. 3. The factors involved in determination of
___ angle of incidence of optical ray.

where'Y is the angle between the layer bound
ary and a horizontal line through ..1. The
tangent of this angle is equal to the slope of
the layer boundary at point A and may be
determined by differentiating Equation 10
and substituting the numerical values for
X!I and ZA. Thus,

Ii, = 1/, + R.

The coordinates of point A may be deter
mined from the simultaneous solution of the
Equations 9 and 10. Thus, the value of X A

may be fou nd from

XA = [(Z" + X" cln a) cln a - 11,2(1 + cln2 a

- (Z" + XL cln a)2Jj(1 + cln 2 a) (11)

which contains the optical ray, the equation
for the atmospheric boundary through poin t
A is

Once X A is known, ~A may be readily estab
lished from either Equation 9 or 10.

At poin t II, the optical ray is refracted, bu t
the angle of incidence of the ray wi th respect
to the normal to the atmospheric boundary
through point 11 must be established before
the magnitude of refraction can be deter
mined. The problem is illustrated in Figure 3.
It is evident in the figure that

II' here, as hefarc,

n
2

_______• +x
o (0,0)

L(o,h)

H

ZA = (XL - XA) cln a + ZL (9)

where the angle a is considered to be in the
first quadrant. In the XZ-plane of Figure 2,

angular error at the exposure station resulting
from refraction is th us a-{3.

Since the angle a can be determined more
readily by photogrammetric methods than
the angle at which the optical ray leaves the
surface of the earth, it is convenient to con
sider that the optical ray origi nates at the
exposure station and strikes the ground at }.II.

No error is introduced here, because a ray
from L to Jl!I would follow exactly the same
path through the atmosphere as would a ray
from 111 to L.

If a rectangular coordinate system is now
established, as shown in Figure 2, with the
origin at the cen ter of the earth and wi th the
plumbline through the exposure station as the
Z-axis, the path of the optical ray can easily
be traced as it passes from one atmospheric
layer to the next. Under the assumption that
ref raction occurs on Iy a t the bou ndary of two
atmospheric layers, the optical path within
any layer will be a straigh t line. Accordingly,
for the segment of the optical path from I,
to A,

+z
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TABLE 1

COMPUTED HEFI1ACTlOr\ A:-ID EARTH CURVATURE COI1RECTIOi'<S IN SECO:-lDS

AS OBSERVED FJWM THE AlIl STATION

Altitude
(Feet above a=800* 75° 70° 65° 60° 55° 50° 45° 40° 35° 30° 25° 20° 15° 10° 5°

sea level)

2,000 7 5 3 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 I 1 ° ° ° °5,000 20 13 10 7 6 5 4 3 3 2 2 2 1 1 1 °10,000 37 2-± 81 J.! 11 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 2 1 1
15,000 54 35 26 20 16 13 11 9 8 7 5 4 3 3 2 1
20,000 62 40 30 23 19 15 13 11 9 8 6 5 4 3 2 1
30,000 75 49 36 28 22 18 15 13 11 9 7 6 5 3 3 1
40,000 94 61 44 34 28 23 19 16 13 IJ 9 7 6 4 3 1
50,000 109 70 51 40 32 26 22 18 16 13 IJ 9 7 5 3 2
60,000 J04 66 48 37 30 25 21 17 15 12 10 8 6 5 3 2
75,000 102 64 46 36 29 24 20 16 14 12 9 8 6 4 3 1

100,000 82 49 35 27 22 18 15 12 10 9 7 6 5 3 2 1
150,000 65 35 24 18 15 12 10 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1

* Degress frolll the vertical line with the exposure station as the vertex.

(14)

Substituting (13 in (12),

X
i = a + arc tan ---.:: .

ZA

The value for the angle of incidence, i, de
termined from Equation 14 is then substi
tuted in (7), together with appropriate values
for the index of refraction at the surfaces of
the next layer boundaries, to establish the
magnitude of the angle of refraction intro
duced at the point A. This angle is added
algebraically to the angle a in the previous
layer to obtain the angle, aI, with respect to
the plumb line through the exposure station
at which the optical ray travels in the second
layer.

Equations 9, 10, and 11 are then modified
to read

Zn = (XA - XIJ) ctn a, + ZA

Xn 2 + Zn2 = /12 2

X/J = l(ZA + X Actna,) ctn al - 1t,2(1 + ctn2al)

- (ZA + X A ctn al)2J!(1 + ctn' al)

and solved, as before, for the location of the
point E, the point where the optical ray meets
the next atmospheric layer boundary, as
shown in Figure 2.

Equation 14 is similarly modified to obtain
the angle of incidence of the optical ray with
respect to this new boundary, and again,
Equation 7 is used to obtain the angle of
ref raction.

This process is repeated from one atmos
pheric boundary to the next until, finally, the
optical ray reaches the ground poin t M in Fig
ure 2. Computation of the last segment of the

optical ray furnishes rectangular coordinates
of the grou nd poi n t, J1[. \\'i th these coordi
nates and those of the exposure station the
angle designated as{3 in Figure 2 is calculated.
This is the angle at which the optical ray
would en ter the camera lens if refraction did
not occur. Thus,

(3 = arc tan [XM/(ZD - ZM)] (15)

and the total angular error at the exposure
station resulting from refraction is equal to
the difference between angles a and {3.

The foregoing procedure has been pro
grammed on the IBl\1 650 and the results are
listed in Table 1. A family of refraction
curves based on the computational results are
given Figure 4. The atmospheric parameters
were assumed in accordance with the ARDC
Model Atmosphere, 1959 (1) which was based
in part on rocket and satellite data.

The computed refraction tables will vary
according to the physical condi tion and layer
break-down of the atmosphere.

The refraction correction is the last correc
tion to be applied to the photographic coor
dinates, and must necessarily be delayed until
the approxi mate camera posi tion is deter
mined frolll a preliminary solution.

If the preliminary solu tion shows the
photograph to be vertical, the radial dis
placement, d, of the image on the photograph
may be determined from the relation

d = f(tan a - tan (3) (16)

where f is the focal length of the lens, a is the
angle com pu ted from corrected photo coor
dinates, and (3 is determined by tracing the
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R' = R - d

ov = f tan t.

and the Xl and YI photographic coordinates
now also corrected for refraction would be

(21)

(20)y" = y' +ftant.

x" = x'

Vp' = [(X") 2 + (yll)2]1/2

Lv=fsect

op'
A = arc tan-

/

Also,

Given a the refraction error, da. can be deter
mined from ray tracing or the previously
computed tables. Thus a, is known. It is
now possible to determine the true position

In order to compule the position of pi with
respect to the nadir point t' it is first necessary
to rotate the plate coordinatesx,y through the
angle swing

[X'] = [-C~SS + SinS] [X]. (19)
y' - 510 S - cos S y

A translation along the y' axis is then neces
sary to bring the origin to the nadir point v.

Lp' = f sec A

where x and yare the photographic coordi
nates corrected for all known systematic
errors but atmospheric refraction. The law of
cosines can now be applied and

LV2 + Lj/2 _ ;P'2
'" = arc cos

2·Lv·Lp'

(17)

(18)

X, = sin nR'

yl = cos nR'

According to Figure 5(a):

n = arc tan x/y

ray from the air station to ground. (See
Figure S(a).) Also note that d could he deter
mined by using Table 1 along with a and the
approximate fiying height. If the radial dis
tance from the principal point to the image
is R, then

where x and yare the photographic coordi
nates corrected for all known systematic errol's
bu t refraction.

The refraction corrections to be applied to
photographic coordinates in cases of tilted
photography involve a considerable amount
of computation.

Assuming that the approximate orientation
of the photograph is known refer to Figure
5(b). The angle a must be determined in
order to apply the tabular correction for
refraction. This is accomplished as follows:

:;5,----.---------,----,- ---r-----,-----,----,-

I 0 I 0

50'

60·
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40·
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10·

0 100 120

H - Fee t Above Sea Leve I x 1000

----t----/--t-----t----/--""-.---+--·---+-----i-------j25

30

FIG. 4. Refraction curves for varying degrees from the vertical.
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(a) Vert i ca J Case
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v~~~----
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(b) Til ted Case

pi

FIG. 5. Geometry for refraction corrections.

It is now possible to compute distance op.
See Figure 5(c).

op = [([/»2 - (f) 2] 112

Now then, op is not equal to op' and therefore
the pI'eviously computed x' and y' values
have changed.

From the la w of cosi nes

OV' + Op2 - V/J2
(} = arc cos ----'

2· ov ·op

p, of the image, p' on the photograph. See
Figure 5(c).

According to the law of sines,

Lp' sin a
V = arc sin ----

v/J

Thus,

Angle P = 1800
- V - <n.

Also,

sin a[·Lv
v/J=---

sin P

and

1800
- (} =w

x' = sinw·op

y' = cosw·op.

(22)

(23)

sin V_
Lp =-.-vp.

SIn al

The inverse solution of equation 19 substi
tuting in the x' and y' values of Equations 22
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and 23 give the completely corrected photo
graphic coordinates Xl and yt as follows:

[ Xy'IIJ = [X
y

] = [-COSS - SinS] [X'] (24)
+sinS-cosS y'

or

Xl = - cosS·sinw·op - sinS·cosw·op

XI = - op sin (w + S) (25)

YI = + sinS·sinw·op - cosS·cosw·op

YI = - op cos (w +S). (23)

These are the XI and YI coordinates for the
image at p as shown in Figure 5(b).

The computation must be carried out for
each image point on the photograph that is
used. The amou n t of adj us tmen t to the
photographic coordinate for a given camera,
and camera position, depends on the distance
op and the angle w.

In conclusion, it might be well to note that
the only significant error in the above pro
cedure is the assumption that the atmosphere
is comprised of a series of distinct layers. This
assumption results in a more or less approx-

imate determination of refraction, depending
upon the thickness assumed for the atmos
pheric layers. \Vhen shallow layers are
assumed, however, errors introduced by this
procedure should be no greater than those
resul ting from our inabili ty to determine the
exact atmospheric conditions which exist at
the ti me of photography. This method of
computing refraction effects does however
provide a means of easily inserting "in flight"
atmospheric sampling data.
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A bstract of next article

MODEL FLATNESs-A GUIDE rOR STEREO-OPERATORS

By G. P. Katibah

ABSTRACT: Stereomodel deformations which are directly attributable to the opti
cal characteristics of any part of a lens system are notably of a systematic nature.
This paper deals with methods for isolating those deformations which are at
tributable to the plotter-camera combination without the influence of operational
variables. The methods discussed are available to the stereo-operator, and are
intended to serve as a guide to him for checking the potential flatness of the
stereomodel when using different types of nominal6-inch aerial photographs in a
Kelsh-type plotter.


